Adaptec RAID Release dated: August 20, 2010

These release notes contain the following:

1. Description of the Release
2. Supported Controllers
3. Enhancements and Bugfixes

1. Description of the Release:
   This is the official software release containing the list of software components listed below:
   - Firmware Version 5.2.0 Build 17342
   - Windows Driver (32-bit and 64-bit) Version 5.2.0.17342
   - SCO UnixWare and OpenServer Driver Version 5.2.0.17342
   - FreeBSD Driver Version 5.2.0.17342
   - Solaris Driver Version 5.2.0.17342
   - Linux Driver Version 1.1.5-26400
   - Adaptec Storage Manager (ASM) Version 6.50 Build 18579

2. Supported Controllers:
   - Adaptec RAID 3405
   - Adaptec RAID 3805
   - Adaptec RAID 3085
   - Adaptec RAID 31205
   - Adaptec RAID 31605

3. Enhancements and Bug Fixes:
   - Added support for greater than 2TB drive capacity.
   - Fixed an issue where a dedicated spare would become a global spare and could not be deleted.
   - Fixed a compatibility issue that would prevent Adaptec controllers from posting in Dell T110 servers.
   - Fixed a compatibility issue that would prevent Adaptec controllers from posting in HP Dl110 servers.
   - Fixed an issue where enabling/disabling NCQ support would not function properly.
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